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Abstract. This paper proposes MpDroid, an API-level multi-policy access con-
trol enforcement based on the ‘Rule Set Based Access Control’ (RSBAC) 
framework. In the MpDroid, we monitor and manage resources, services and 
Android inter-component communication (ICC) based on multiple policies me-
chanism, so as to restrict the applications access to the sensitive APIs and pre-
vent privilege escalation attacks. When installing an application, we build the 
mapping relationships between sensitive APIs and the application capability. 
Each rule in the user-defined and context policies is regarded as a limitation of 
the application capability. Moreover, system policy is used for matching the il-
legal ICC communications. Experimental results showed that we can realize the 
API-level access control for Android middleware, and prevent the illegal ICC 
communication on the Android 4.1.4. 
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1 Introduction 

Apex [1] allows to selectively grant permissions at install time, and defines constrains 
at runtime. MockDroid [2] allows to provide fake or ‘mock’ data to applications by 
the user-defined policies. CRePE[3] designs a fine-grained framework by introducing 
the context policy. Saint [4] proposals a novelty framework that developers design 
policies based on application requirement. Xmandroid [5] deals with privilege escala-
tion attacks based on the system policy that calling and callee permissions are 
matched. However, None of them can design a flexible and security framework that 
comprehensively solves the problem of Android framework. 

In this paper, we expand the android framework layer based on the RSBAC. We 
monitor and manage resources, services and Android inter-component communication 
(ICC) based on multiple policies mechanism, so as to restrict the applications access 
to the sensitive APIs and prevent privilege escalation attacks. Our MpDroid is inte-
grated into the Android system, which can be used to realize the permission manage-
ment. It is applied to manage android market applications in this paper. 
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2 MpDroid Architecture 

The MpDroid Architecture was inspired by RSBAC [6]. In RABAC framework, users 
should define some policies for constraining capabilities of subject and object. In our 
framework, AEC is responsible for obtaining the request of the subject and analysis 
the object type. As the subject always is the application and the object type belongs to 
resource, service, component or application. Then AEC transfers the request and the 
object property to the ADM, in which the states of subject and object are loaded. In 
this paper, we name these states as Application State (AS). AS are three-tuple

, where type is the application type, is the set of application 

capabilities and is the set of application components. 

 

 
Fig. 1. MpDroid Architecture 

3 Experiment 

The malicious samples are from VirusTotal Malware Intelligence Service [7], Android 
Malware Genome Project [8] (Totally 118 applications). The benign samples are from 
the Google Play application market of top 50 popular software. The experiments can 
be classified as following: 

Table 1. The experiment of access API 

Experiment 
samples 

The number of 
access sensitive API 

Access entities of system 
component 

The number of rules 
for access control 

Known  
Attacks[32,33] 

623 Location/Bluetooth Manager, 
Telephony/SMS Manager, 
Calendar/ Contact Content 

Provider, Internet 

623 rules in UDP,  
977 rules in CP 

Walk and Text 5 Contact Content Provider, 
SMS/Telephony Manager 

5 rules in UDP,  
10 rules in CP 

What’s App 9 Contact Content Provider, 
SMS/Telephony Manager, 

Internet 

9 rules in UDP,  
15 rules in CP 

Twitter 7 Contact Content Provider, 
SMS/Telephony Manager 

7 rules in UDP,  
12 rules in CP 

 compocap SStypeS ,, capS

compoS
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Table 2. The experiment of ICC communication 

Experimental Samples Escalation type ( , ,Policies)  

Malicious contacts 
manager 
(READ_CONTACTS) 
and malicious wallpaper 
(INTERNET) 

Colluding 
applications 

=untrust_app, =read_contacts 

= untrust_app = Internet 

Policy = SP 

Malicious location 
manager 
(ACCESS_FINE_LOCAT
ION) and malicious wall-
paper (INTERNET). 

Colluding 
applications 

=untrust_app,

=access_fine_location = untrust_app 

=Internet Policy = SP 

Malicious app (No 
CALL_PHONE) and 
vulnerable  dialer [17] 

Confused 
deputy attacks

=untrust_app, =NULL 

= system_app = send_sms 

 Policy = SP 
Malicious contact 

manager 
(READ_CONTACT) and 
vulnerable SMS sender 
(SEND_SMS). 

Confused 
deputy attacks

=untrust_app, =read_contacts 

= system_app = send_sms 

Policy = SP 

 
The subject which sends request to the Service/Providers are tagged by AEC. Our 

policy serves as a kind of firewall, making it much more difficult for applications to use 
the default permission to access the sensitive data. We test experiment samples by ap-
plying UDP and CP to the system to prevent the application access to the sensitive API. 
For example, the application, Walk and Text, gains the telephone number and device id, 
and uploads that to the remote server. The application accesses 5 sensitive API. In the 
experiment, we success in managing every behavior using policies. The ICC communi-
cation can be defined as the tuple .The MPDroid runtime 
control is achieved by mapping the AS and policy to the parameters. We use the tuple 

 to realize access control (Table 2). Attacks targeting con-
fused deputies in system component are tackled by the system policy. By assigned ap-
plication types, we can address the ICC between colluding applications. 

Table 3. The time consuming comparison of access API 

 Sample Num-
bers 

Number of access 
the sensitive API 

Average time 
consumes(ms) 

The original API access 50 269 0.149 
MpDroid API access 50 281 0.399 

Table 4. The time consuming comparison of ICC 

 ICC call times Average time Std. Dev(ms) 
The Original Reference 

Monitor  
80721 0.168 18.932 

MpDroid ICC  87453 6.334 45.128 

callingUidS calleeUidS
.typeScalleeUid capcallingUid.SS

.typeScalleeUid capcallingUid.SS

.typeScallingUid .typeScalleeUid

capcallingUid.SS

capcallingUid.SS

.typeScalleeUid capcallingUid.SS

.typeScalleeUid capcallingUid.SS

.typeScalleeUid capcallingUid.SS

.typeScalleeUid capcallingUid.SS

),,( PoliciesSS calleeUidcallingUid

),,( PoliciesSS calleeUidcallingUid
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As Table 3 shows, When running the applications in the original system, the results 
is nearly 0.153ms. When running the applications in the MpDroid-based Android 
system, the average time is 0.399ms. Table 4 lists our performance results. In total 
80721 ICC calls occurred during the testing. The average runtime for original Refer-
ence Monitor time is 0.168ms, and the MpDroid ICC time is 6.334ms. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a multi-policy access control enforcement MpDroid based on 
RSBAC framework. Multiple policies makes our framework more efficient to resist the 
diverse attacks. The experiment results shows that we can realize the API-level access 
control for Android middleware, and prevent the illegal ICC communication on the 
Android 4.1.4. The system policy time consuming is 6.334ms. However, from the 
experiment, we learn some collusion attacks that can not be fully tackled by system 
policy. Besides, we hope we can make more efficiency policy to deal with more  
attacks. 
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